Paulett Angella Hemmings HOH GOG

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
September 26, 2017
SUBJECT: Decrust Menta Menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
490 Old Santa Fe Trail, Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Governor Susana Martinez Office, Greetings to you;
I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND
THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. WE ARE IN A NEW PAJE SINCE
JUNE 30, 2017. MY DATES, TIME, AND WAYS OF DOING THINGS ARE DIFFERENT
FROM OTHER GENERATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE,
DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. I DECLARE IN THIS DECRUST
MENTA MENTA ECETERA ECETERA ECETERA ECETERA THAT:
All Federal Governments and all Republic Governments, you are all dead, you are beyond death,
and have no power or authority. You cannot move or do anything for yourself. You cannot
enter into the gates of Paulett Angella Hemmings or her generations, her relatives, families, or
any entry around her properties or life existence.
If this Decrust Menta Menta etc. etc. etc. etc.is violated by any form of Police, Sheriff, any form
of Military, Secret service, State Representatives, City representatives, Federal Representatives,
World Leaders, County Representatives, Department of Homeland Security, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Law enforcements, Department of State, they will be killed immortally and never
to see any light or day ever again in any place, regions, towns, cities, in any goings or comings,
or any esistnces. No. Not one shall see my face or any one belonging to me ever again. You will
not have any eyes to see or to hear, as you are all blind and deaf.
All those who have terrored me will have no life, no makings, or esistence in or beyond my
authority. All those who have instigated terror, right back to the original instigator, will always
be in terror and never to connect to me or my generations.
All those who are in default, and those who have not obeyed me, are all in the Hell, and they
have no way out one way or the other. They are all in the Pit and Ditch of the hell together with
all their helpers, and assistants. They will never get out of hell, and their lives are in turmoil.
They will never esperience anything good. They will not have anything to eat or any place to
sleep. They will never, never have any panage in their lives. They will never be in a good
condition in any place, level, elevation, or area. They will never esperience any happiness, only
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to have terror and turmoil. They will always be in emptiness menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc. and
always in decrust menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc. and always never remembering themselves in all
areas of their lives or makings. They will not be in any ambulatory accidents, but be in
decrushment condition, all the time, from now hense forth and in all times throughout estinces
for all the Eras in the past and to come for Coralling.
Included in the default are those listed below and the others in the letters, articlettes, articles,
decrees, decry 16th level and the decronium published or sent to you since December 2016 to
2017.
Federal governments in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All federal governments holdings also in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Republic governments in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Republic governments holdings also in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Republican party in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Democratic party in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All political parties in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
JP Morgan Chase Bank, Chase Bank
Vestal Property Services
The Courts at Bayshore Condo 1
The Courts at Bayshore Master Assoc.
Excelsior Community management & HOA fees in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
White House in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All IRS in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Treasury
United Nations
All Embassies
All Consulates
Nationstar Mortgage Mr. Cooper in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Lennar House Builders
Capitol Hill
National Archive
Price Waterhouse
Lehman Brothers
TV communications in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Newspapers communications in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
American Express in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Dell Financial and computers in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Microsoft company in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Stock markets in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Tampa Bay Police Department in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Donald Trump Holdings
All Barak Obama Holdings
All Presidents Holdings
All Mayors Holdings in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All State Holdings
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Department of Homeland Security & TSA in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Department of Health & Human Services in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Governor, Deputy governors, & Assistant governors in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc.
etc.
All illegal Country Leaders/State Leeders in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All council members
All Man Leedership in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Taxes in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Mark Hatfield all forms of him/her
Laura Griffin and all forms of her/him
Barak Obama and all forms of him
Donald Trump and all forms of him
Stanley Breznoff and all forms of him
Bill DeBlazio and all forms of him/her
All Military in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All armed forces in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Law Enforcements in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Secret Service in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Department of Education
All Department of State in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Federal Courts in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All County Courts in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All City Courts in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All City Prisons in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Federal Prisons in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All county prisons in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Monarchies in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Kings in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Queens in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Plastic people in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All Rubber people in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All electromagnetic people in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
All tremoline people in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Spectrum, Fox, & Time Warner
Charter Communications
Tampa Electric company TECO
All those who are in defaut, and those who have not obeyed me, and all the true terrorists are
also in:
Decrustment menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Decrepid menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Discombobulated menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Destress menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Destroy menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Definance menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Demented menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Defoil menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
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Impeachment of Donald Trump
In June 2017, there was Impeachment of Donald Trump and sentencing of the others for their
January 1 – 4, 2017 abduction and for Destroying my Life .
In the Perspectile, Parletas, illegal Federal Cut-Out, and other elevations and levels of this Earth,
Donald Trump is impeached and is in prison. In the Cut Out he is charged for raping me, cutting
me out, killing me, and illegal in my Earths. When he and the others abducted me, he put a
record on me, so no matter where I go it is there with me. He and the others destroyed my life so
they are charged for that as well. Donald Trump is in prison for 41 years and the others are in
prison as well.
Donald Trump is charged in the Parletas and put in prison for 51. He is charged for raping me,
sodomy, sexual harassment, Marriage misconduct as he said I am his wife, terror while I was in
captivity, holding me against my will, destroying my life, and illegal in the Earths. The others
were charged as well. All Donald Trump Administration is finished with, and they are no longer
leeders. The Parletas said they want their Chreator to lead them only and they will do without
any leeders in all the state positions. Therefore, those government workers who are not plastic
and rubber or camouflage who have been doing the work, continues to do so without any leeder
over them.
In the Perspectile, Donald Trump is imprisoned for 51 years, for sodomizing me, harassment,
raping my inner selves, holding me against my will, removing me from the airport, for using
zoners, scanners etc. on me, putting me in germs and unsanitary places and conditions, for
putting me in inhumane positions to lie down and to esist, for distressing me, for putting me on
the street with no money or ID and for removing my clothes while in captivity, and for removing
my underwear. Donald Trump and the others were also charged for being illegal in this Earth,
and they got life imprisonment for being illegal in the Earths. The others got put in prisons as
well.
Other Elevations in these Earths also impeached Donald trump and the others for what they did
to me on January 1 to January 4, 2017 and they got higher sentences and higher punishments.
In this Natural Natural Earth, Donald Trump and Barak Obama Impeached and put in the State
of the State prison for life the others are all put in the State of the State prison as well for life.
What is The Perspectile?
The Perspectile is the place where after you are dead and the devels take you into the heavens
and destroy you in many terrible ways I will not utter out of my mouth, then if you ever get away
from the heavens, you are put in the Perspectile. Once you get away from the heavens you are
not your natural self, as they remove all of that, and you cannot fit into the other elevations or
levels. The perspectile is there for you to go, and it is not a safe as the other places.
…………………………….
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United States Department of States
Charleston Passport Center, Virginia
Hello Miss. Rex Tillerson, Customer Service;
I am now aware that you are one of those insects who come from Man Batty Shit. Therefore,
you are hard of hearing, you are blind, and you are dumb.
I am responding to a letter post marked on August 23, 2017. I did not send to the passport office
since first of April 2017, my application to establish entitlement to a U.S. passport. I am a US
Passport Holder and this would be my third passport. I sent in my passport for renewal and you
stated you have denied me the renewal. A citizen’s job title can change every six months much
more in 10 years. If My job title changed since the time of my last renewal to now, it is
expected, and that is not a change of citizen status. Since when does a renewal or a new
application is based on job title? I called the 1877-487-2778 number on May 12, 2017,
Charleston Office, at about 2:30 PM. You identified that you received my application on April 3,
2016 and my passport renewal was being processed. You said I will get the renewal on or before
May 29, 2017, I have not received the renewal as yet.
My middle initial is A. for Angella and that is on all my original certificates and documents I
have provided since I have had my original passport and for the renewal. Why should there be a
problem to spell out my middle initial instead of using the Acronym? You call that a change?
How is it a change? You deny my renewal because I spell out my middle name? Why?
This is MY EARTH and not your EARTH. You did not Chreate this Earth. I did. You cannot
tell me what I am entitled to. These are my OWN EARTHS and not an entitlement. DIS
EARTH A FE ME. This Earth is Mine. My name is written in every stone, and the dirt, and the
skies, and the moon, and the water, in the air, and the stars, and the plants and the trees and into
all my children I put in this Earth. None of my children I chreated and put in this Earth was
chreated through a man sperm or a Ban, Van, Tan man genetics. I AM an Original Chreator and
always will be so. I put my Angies, the Pussy ones, from Angella my middle name, in my Earths
and my Bans the Cocky ones, so they can play mate, comingle, and to generate their offsprings.
They are many other ways that offsprings can be generated without playmating or using anything
from the cocky ones. Woman generate children and offsprings not Ban or Man. The Chreations
are always woman without the penis ones. However, time changes and things changes. I know
how to do my things so the pussy and the cocky can bring forth what I want them to generate.
I am the Chreator or all Angels and they have my middle name ANGELLA. I AM the lead
Angel over all my angels whether they are in this Earth or outside in the Chreations. Angels are
Life Chreations they are not spirits. Devels are spirits with wings, as the devels pictured angels to
be. Angels are Angies like Angella, and natural flesh, blood, and figure like all my children in
these Earths. The City of Angels which was cut out of its original State and put in the California
area, had many breathing and living natural form of Angel Life in this Earth.
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I gave your office my passport, a photo, the money for the application, and for certified postage.
I sent you two letters one address to the Department of State and the other to the Department of
Homeland Security dated January 2017. Send me my renewed passport now. You also owed me
two and a quarter trillion dollars for my trip that had to be cancel in June because you have held
on to my passport. I lost money and I lost time that cannot be recovered ever again, and you must
pay me for the delay and also the anguish I experienced even when canceling the trip.
No passport applicant is to be charged for the passport, as I have commanded. Therefore, you
owe me my passport application fee, and you have delayed my passport longer than six weeks
that you allow. However, I have commanded in the articles and decrymiums that the passport
must not take no longer than two to three weeks to process. It is now six months since you have
received my passport, the application, the letters, and the fees and you have not done the work.
My renewed passport must be sent to me immediately in the right passport book with all the
features I have discussed in the Decrymiums and Articles since January 8, 2017, and with the
burgundy color I gave you to be used. All documents including the application I sent to you in
April, must also be returned to me.
Department of State, did you send my passport to international countries since April 2017, when
you received it from me for renewal? How many countries did you send my passport to? Why
did you send my passport to other countries?
Did you put anything on my passport since you have had it so long?
What did the international countries do with my passport when they received it from you?
U.S. Department of State, are you setting me up so that others can arrest me or kill me while I
am traveling and for you to say it is my fault and not the US fault? U.S. Department of State are
you setting up ambush for me?
You are all terrorists, thiefs, murderers and much more. You killed me and stole my Earths, then
you kill and destroy them. You stole my chreations and killed them. You used many military
and others inside this Earth to terror my children outside this Earth saying you are going into
space and to the moon and Mars.
I am not a Man with one or two balls between my legs. I AM Ange, and I have two round Earth
in my chest, as I am the Best. All of the woman Angie dem bust out, bust out, cause you have
two Earth in a you chest, an you a de best.
After the devels in the interlope destroyed that Making, they demanded to become a Maker. So
many outside their makings tried to help the man become a woman. They attached a removable
tube to the stomach of the man devels, and then they put devel feces in it, then put live man
insects inside the feces. The feces cannot kill the insects. Then the devel man pretends that he is
giving birth and so he squeezes out the feces, and the man insects come out in a place near the
bottom. So they are called Man Batty Shit Insects.
I attach the letter I got from the Department of State.
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Terror by air helicopter from the Tampa Bay Police department on September 5, 2017

Tampa Bay Police Helicopter
There was a terrorist activity today, September 05, 2017 at about 11:05 AM to about 11:34 AM.
While I was standing in my backyard, I became aware of the hovering helicopter going around
and around my home and flying directly over my house. I then got my camera and began to
videotape the air terror by the federal government with Tampa Bay Police or others. As they
were directly flying over my house and going around and around disturbing the harmony of my
house, my community, my Town, and my States, it is a direct federal covoyance and federal
attack. The noise from the low flying helicopter was disturbing, it was annoying, it was
terrifying, it was alarming, it was appalling, it was repulsive and it caused my body to become
tense. In this Helicopter, there was plastic police and a real person police. This was a
desgustamon Tamonious activity, and it does not elevate all those who are involved. This should
never happen again. The video is presented on my website.
On September 6, 2017 at about 11:30 am Hillsborough Sheriff department in a green and white
helicopter came from in front of my backyard patio as I sat eating some ice. When I saw the
helicopter, I looked at it to make sure of the direction. Then I saw it turned around my home. The
helicopter was flying lower than the Tampa Bay Police Helicopter the day before, and I then went
inside to get my camera. By the time I turned it on and got it ready to film, it spun around twice
and then disappeared like the vigilantics they are. The vigil ants and ticks likes to be involve in
antics. Later in the night I asked the Hillsborough County Police Department why they were
terroring me in the Helicopter. They said that the Federal told them to do it, and they have to do
it.
Today September 12, 2017, about 3:30 to 4:30 pm, the Tampa Bay police in a black helicopter
terrorized me as I visited First Baptist Church in Riverview Florida, on the church property. Just
as I was getting into my vehicle to leave the property, I heard the helicopter, and I looked above
and saw a black helicopter flying. I watched it to see what direction it was going to take. Then I
saw that it was circling around where I was in the church property. I took out my camera and tried
to capture it, but I couldn’t get a picture of it. Then one of the plastic police came down and
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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stepped into one of the worker who was working on the roof and caused him to become like a
terrorist toward me. The man became confrontational that I was filming the hovering helicopter,
and he wanted to know why I was filming it. The police helicopter disturbed the work flow and
affected the roof workers. There were two men in total working on the roof of the First Baptist
Church.
There was a military airplane this evening September 13, 2017, when I returned from an
appointment between 4:00 to 5:00 PM. It was a Jordanian military airplane, and it flew almost
around my home and neighborhood. I asked them which flight it was and they said it was Air
Jordanian and it was flown by a US pilot and used by US military. It was similar to the one I saw
at the Stanley Airport when I visited the Falkland Island last November 2017. I asked what was
on board and they refused to tell me. I asked them if I had not told them not to fly over my home,
and so why are they doing it, and they did not answer. I dismantled the airplane and it had many
white balls inside of it and it was heading for my home community. It came around the other side
and it disappeared in the incondesant. Then later I saw many of the white balls being flown in my
community to the homes of some of the military workers.
Crocostailians
Many bad things happened in my home daily as the devels continued to terror me night and day.
When I go out they follow me in the helicopters, and when I speak to others they get in the
conversation and tear down the other persona and create many ataclapses and cause disruptions.
Tampa Bay Police Helicopters and Hillsborough Sheriff Helicopters continue to terror me by air
frequently. On September 12, 2017, I saw many Crocostailians who came into my home to
attack me and they are crocodile insects that transforms into a person. They have large slanted
red eyes and they are unusual looking crocodile with long tail and they are ugly. Many of the
crocostailians are famous peoples you see on TV shows who wear effigies, and the federal
brought them in my home and got them to speak to me. I sent then away, and then when they
left someone return them to my home. The Federal returned them to my home because they
wanted them to unravel from the plastic effigies into crocostailian and to and to use then to
attack me or no reason in my home. This happened as the federal got more and more control of
them and I saw them transform to the red eyed sparkly unusual looking crocodile which I
vanquished.
Death is not to Happen to Anyone
When the coroner pronounces death, it is highly untrue. Many who works as Coroners are retired
Police, retired doctors, retired Judges, retired Military workers, retired pastors, and others. The
federal or Republic governments always take our lives when they choose us to die. The lives of
my children are being snuffed out in the hospitals and morgues behind the incondesant covering
that no one can see through, and it appears like daylight or night, and no one can feel it. These
devel workers and other devels, put a round ball or a rock inside the throat of my children then
pronounces them dead to say they are not breathing when they are still breathing, they are alive
and being stifled. The coroner then put many different things on the skin of my children they
pronounce dead to rot their skin when they are buried. Sometimes when a person asks for
cremation or burning, it is not that person who is burned or cremated. It is an animal or something
else. It is important for you to be there and for you to see and feel that it is a person and not a
plastic or make up effigies. It is very easy for them to disorient a person and for you not to realize
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that you have been overpowered. So you have to use the essence oil protection in your hair and
scalp and on your body and inside your shoes and clothing to make sure they do not have access
to get in your body or in your head. Eat the right essence food so your stomachs are fully protected.
Protecting yourself with the natural plants is important. Learning to do CPR is a helpful skill and
it protect and resuscitate my children lives.
The Police Departments, the Federal governments/Republics, and all others involved, cannot
enter into discussion with anyone ever again, and they have no authority to speak in no existence
or esistence or anywhere.
The Police Departments, the Federal governments/Republics, and the others can never enter into
the presence of the GOG, or the GOG family, the GOG esistence, not any GOG Chronicles, or
any GOG Despectus, or GOG Gruntam, or GOG Gumble, or GOG Places, or GOG Purlases, or
GOG Punices, or GOG Distances, or GOG Gates, or GOG Gurloses, or GOG Gaylors, or GOG
Entrances, or never enter into GOG Justice.
We are all in the bacalarium of time. Anything that is happening that is bad at this time, is past
death. It can never ever be fitting under any circumstances to be past death. To go beyond
death, they have corrupted themselves into another level of past death. So, there is no end to
them. They experience no end in death, or after death, and no corporacle for them or no
togetherness, and there is no tomorrow.
Fire Versus Po Lice
The Fire Engines are the safety and the security of the Earths. The Fire Engines have given over
our safety and security to the politicians and the police to kill and destroy my children and my
propertys like the September 11, 2001 events? Many fire department administrators are plastics
and so they plasticate the minds of the fire fighters. The Fire Engines have given up their power
to the Po Lice. Many fire engines use plastic and synthetic fire retardants to counteract fires instead
of natural products and natural plants. The fire Engines are waiting for catastrophic events where
there are disasters, in order for them to pull out the dead bodies of my Earth Children. So, fire
Engines, you like that? So you big up your chests and think you are the best
“U n d e r t a k e r s”? Are the Fire engines the Undertakers? And the Po Lice the Overtakers?
The Po Lice Overtakes Life, kills, and destroys Life for the fire engine to pull out and Undertake
the dead? Is this what my Earth has become? I know what it feels like to be trapped in the World
Trade Center bombing. I know what it feels like to be a fire Engine worker who have to face the
loss. I AM A SURVIVOR.
How September 11 Federal Bombing affect some Politicians & Others
I was told that Bill Clinton was damaged in the bombing of September 11 and therefore he uses
the ventilator to breathe. Bobsey Grange of Jamaica told me he was in the September 11 bombings
as the politicians planned and carried out the attacks. Some of the other ones who are cable and
strings also was in the September 11 bomings and in the aircraft bombings. Their bodies were
destroyed, but they had head wear protection, that kept their head safe. So, they put their brain
together and attached it to a plastic electromagnetic body and then thy appear to be similar as
before.
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Miranda Rights/Fifth Amendments
Why is the Miranda Rights being violated in all states, cities, towns, counties, and communities
by the Police and Courts? Who allows these changes?
Why are citizens not allowed to state what happened before they go to court in traffic cases they
are ticketed for? Who allow this to happen?
……………………………….
Dr. Thomas Digeronimo & Federal Terror - 9/13/17
Today, September 13, 2017, I went to my physician Dr. Thomas Digeronimo of, Riverview FL for
my monthly check up, as I had seen him during my last visit, and I had scheduled in advanced for
September as that was the date for my visit. When I got there, I was told not to sign in the register
for my visit and that was surprising, as that is not a thing for the physician front desks assistants
to tell a patient to do. I did sign in. Then the reception assistant told me that I should not pay for
today’s visit, as I have a credit. I was taken back, as I do know that I did not have a credit. I do
know that every time I went there, they took my copayment before I see the doctor a few minutes
after I sign in.
Then I sat down and I was called by another nurse assistant to take my vitals. This was a very
strange and unusual day, as when she began doing her testing of my vitals, something else was
there piercing into my veins and it was also sucking or absorbing my veins, and it was frightening.
Then I told the nurse that something was wrong, as I never experienced this feeling before, and
she was quite rude in her response. Her demeanor was not friendly or as it is supposed to be or as
usual. She rudely asked me to try another way, and then experience was normal. I explained to
her the differences, and she didn’t care, and her response was as if she was trying to aggravate me
and the experience was unpleasant.
I went back to the reception area and sat down. Then an older woman in the corner of the reception
area called me. She began to discuss my medical treatment in the reception area in front of patients
and she was not a doctor or my doctor. Then another woman, a younger Spanish looking woman
said that a letter was sent to me in the mail about my medical treatment. I Told her that I did not
get that letter. She said she has the letter in my file. I told her that the discussion is something to
be spoken to me in private and not in the reception area in front of other patients and to be done
by my doctor. I was dumbfounded as to the privacy that was violated by the reception staff and
this doctor’s office. I told the receptionist that I would speak with the doctor about it when I see
him. I was distraught and uncomfortable with this discussion in the reception room. I went back
to sitting and in a few minutes, I was called by a man that I had never seen, and is not my physician.
I have two persons that I see. One is a Nurse Practitioner, Sheri Mehl a female looking person, and
Dr. Thomas A. Digeronimo, MD of Riverview, Florida, that I had seen on my last visit. Those
were the only two that I have had discussions with, and there is no reason for me to see another
physician without my consent.
This new man called me into the front office on the left side. He began to interrogate me like a
FBI investigator and not a physician. He asked me to repeat why I was there and what happened
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to me why I was visiting the physician. That is an unusual thing for the doctor to ask me, as they
have my complete folder with my information there, and this was not how my monthly
appointment would proceed. I told him this information and he persisted I tell him about my first
visit and information I have given to the doctor. So, I tried to go back to remember what occurred
at the Miami Dade International Airport in the American Airlines, TSA checkpoint, on January 1
to 4, 2017 and about the abduction. He wasn’t interested in my answers, he was interested in using
terror tactics on me to interrogate me. I told him that if he is working for the Federal government,
that his tactics does not scare me, and I will continue to visit the doctor. I then asked the
receptionist for the letter that was sent to me, and she did not give any to me. This doctor or
impersonator spoke to me with disrespect and disregard. Then I told him that I did not appreciate
his tone, his manners, and his interrogation. Then I saw my Nurse Practitioner came out and came
into the room, as the door was not closed and the physician discussion was held in an open-door
front office environment. Then I saw Dr. Thomas Digeronimo came to the door, and then he told
me that I will get my prescription sent to the pharmacy. I told him that I was not satisfied with his
response, and I wanted an apology. He gave me a small fragment of apology, and I was not satisfied
as his tone was not pleasant and his demeanor was unpleasant. I sat and waited and they did not
give me the prescription or the letter they spoke about, so I left. I have been seeing this physician
over six months now, and not once before did any inkling of discomfort or terror or disrespect ever
happened. I was terrorized by Dr. Thomas Digeronimo and his staff, and I believe the Federal
government was involved.
……………………..
Military Terrorists
I found out in September, a few weeks ago, that some of the Military in my community has been
using the zoner, scanners, vectors, copiers to terror and destroy me as well as the Federal
governments and others. As a matter of fact, a military person, he is not working with those in
my community who are destroying me. He has protected me whenever he can in the federal cutout. Many times I have seen him dead in the front of his house and resurrected him. I did not
know of the activities of the military as I do not invade others privacy. I saw them attacked this
man recently in September, as he was speaking with me and I had to protect him. When those
who were terroying him saw that I protected him, they began to terror me in broad daylight to
my face. Since then, whenever I go to sit in my back porch, these military terrorist turned into
wild animals, tore down my fences, jumped into my home, and began to terror me in the federal
cut out. I had to call the HOA in the federal cut-out, and they came and told the military
terrorists to get out of the community.
Some of these military terrorists are also terrorizing others in my community and killing them in
the natural federal cut out. I have seen two home owners in my community that these military
killed. One was left in the front of his home and the other in the back of the family home in the
federal cut-out. These military terrorist, are also terrifying those who are not military who live
next to them.
Some of these Military terrorists in my community also come into my home and steal my
belongings in this natural natural. They steal my food and my accessories. They go into my
refrigerator, into my pantry, on my table, and remove my food and things in the natural natural.
They also remove money, checks, documents, and other valuables.
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During these terrors in the first week of September and after, many explosions happened in the
federal cut-out, and we saw that under some of the Military homes dep down were many containers
that have many of my children in them. They are the Jamaican Kingdums that the military captured
and put in containers, and they are reduced and as small as a mouse. They were many thousands
of them buried alive under the homes of the Military workers in my community.
On another occasion, while sitting on my back porch, I saw some devel activity in the backyard,
in the federal cut-out. There was another explosion in my community. The Home Owner
Association was called. They saw under some of the homes that exploded, that they had many big
white balloons balls the size of a quarter of a room. Some of them were pulled out and then
punctured, and inside each of them was a big balloon man. He was a man who was dead and being
used by the Military alive inside the balloon and stretched out like a cross, and he could not help
himself. It was a sad sight to see. I then commanded out these military workers and pointed them
to the hell and they went up to the hell.
Federal Poured urine on me While I Sleep
During the week of September 24, 2017, I woke up and my bed was soaking wet on the side I
was asleep on. From my chest to my batty/bottom was soaking wet with urine that was not my
own. I got up and changed my clothe and lie on the other side of the bed. When I awoke in the
morning, that side was also wet from urine that was not my own. When I investigated it, the
urine was poured by the Department of Homeland Security and those they choose to assist them.
They got many to urine in a container and they poured it on me and when that was not enough,
they got others to urine on me both man and woman. They used many large vectors, scanners,
copiers, and zoners that have special power attached on them to open my roof, then they poured
the urine on me.
Federal Control over Book Publishers
So far since my book was released for publishing, I have not yet received any money from the
publisher. Book Publishers are not under any Federal or State Control and are not to charge
exorbitant fees, and at the same time they do not fulfill their agreement to market, promote,
distribute, and publish the books as agreed upon. The publisher of my book is also in default and
will suffer, while my book prospers and I receive the fullness of the reward.
The Bible Publication
The Bible Printing was published primarily through the British and America devel leeders. Both
British and America are false names and they control my Earths. They publish many documents
that have no authors through the government Publishing Office and the Government Printing
Office. The Bible is one of those books they publish, and it has no author and filled with lies and
distorted information. One of the web site is https://www.gpo.gov. The government Publishing
Office is Paulet Angella Hemmings Publishing Office that they renamed as government
publishing Office. Both Britain and America forced the other States/countries to accept the
Bible and other devel books. They forced the knowledge on them so they have to choose either
Christianity, Islam, Buddha, Hindu, Akan or other religions.
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Some of the Interlope Generations
The Interlope Connector/Maker existence has many different generations. Most of them has
trillions of different generations inside each of them. Some of the generations are the
Mangose/Mangoose, The Empoee, the Centillian Talian, the Lulac generations, Mantelopes,
Pentilopes, Antelope, Inter-exterlope, Crocostailians, Celestials, and other generations, and they
use each other to do wickednesses. Nancy Pelosi/ Geraldine Ferraurer is also known as Geraldine
Fer rat, she is a Lulac generation. There are a number of judges who are also Lulac, and they have
written Lulac Immigration procedures and currently working with Donald Trump on Lulac
procedures in the Courts. Many of the Interlope do not know the existence or the names of each
other. They have as well many different interlock fiberstone lope generations that many devels are
made from. The Mantelope makes their own species, the Antelope make their own, the Pentilope
make their own and the Interlope make their own, and these are a few of the variation of the
Interlope devel leeders in this Earth in all Countries and business working as leeders of the
organizations in disguise in plastic effigy that looks like us.

Cyclone Wheels in New York City
There have been humangus cyclone wheels put in New York City, Manhattan down town areas in
2012, 203, etc. The Cyclone wheels look similar to the London eye pictured above, without the
hanging baskets. These wheels are in the Wall street areas and they are joined together and overlap
at times and connected to hubs. One hub is right in the area where the bull is located. Another is
located in the City hall region, in the Federal buildings area, and another in the World Trade Center
regions and other regions as well. These cyclone wheels also go beneath the ground. The cyclone
wheels affect the air, caused earth quakes or shakes, and will cause major catastrophes. This was
put in during Obama and Bill DeBlazio administrations in the Perspectile, the illegal federal Cutout and other elevations and levels of this natural Earth. In October 2012, New York, New Jersey
and many North States esperienced hurricane Sandy that devastated many places. This is one of
the cause and effect of the Cyclone wheels. For this event, the cyclone wheel affected the air, the
wind, the temperature, etc. and caused catastrophes. The Ganja juice can remove them when put
on the street and sprayed in the air and used underground into the subway system. The cyclone
system can affect your mind, your body, and caused physical problems. The London eye has many
cameras on it and can cause dizziness. It can control your body and mind and cause catastrophes
as well.
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SOME OF THE BLACK HEART MAN LEADERS ARE:
Stanley Breznoff of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey

Is Stanley Breznoff a thief, a killer and a destroyer? Stanley Breznoff destroyed the Port
Authority with the Federals in 1993 while I was employed there. Stanley Breznoff knew who I
AM, and he gave me over to the Federal to cut out my inner self and to terror me while I was an
employee of PA of NY & NJ, and when that was not enough, he allowed them to bomb the
World Trade Center in 1993 while I was in the building with the hope to kill me and others.
Stanley Breznoff cut me out of myself while I was employed with the Port Authority of New
York and new Jersey, and from what I am aware of, he has also cut out many employees and
even Mayor Giuliani and have inside himself. Stanley Breznoff is the camera shy Executive who
was also a Chair of NYC Board of Correction. He also served as a CEO and President of
Continuum Health Partners, Inc. Mr. Brezenoff served as President and Chief Executive Officer
of Maimonides Medical Center, and now Interim President and Chief Executive Officer of New
York City Health and Hospital Corporation, 125 Worth Street, New York City. Mr. Breznoff
benefits from being in the hospital and the Prison, as he has the opportunity to cut out the
patients and the prisoners to keep himself looking young and for him to have a lot of physical
strength and power.

Mark O. Hatfield

Mark O. Hatfield, Jr. is the Assistant Aviation Director and Chief Security Officer in charge of
public safety and security for Miami International Airport (MIA) and Miami-Dade County’s four
general aviation airports. He is responsible for directing day-to-day security, police and fire
rescue operations. Mark Hatfield formerly Director of Corporate Communications of the Port
Authority of New York and new Jersey. Mr. Hatfield held senior management positions with the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security from 2002 to 2015, most recently serving as Deputy
Administrator of the Transportation Security Administration. Hatfield served as the TSA Federal
Security Director (FSD) at MIA from 2007 to 2014. Is mark Hatfield of the Interlope Cat family
of Centillian Tailian/mantilope/empoee? Prior to the cutting up of the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey in 1995, I worked in the Corporate Communications Department and
immediately after the cut out my entire division in the massive layoff, Mark Hatfield began
working for Corporate Communications. After that, the bombing of the World Trade Center
happened in September 11, 2001. Mark Hatfield began working for Homeland Security since
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2002 after having physical knowledge of the layout of the world trade center, tunnels, bridges,
airports, and many other information on my Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. Did
Mr. Mark Hatfield information about the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and its
airports helped the Federal bombings of the World Trade Center and other important places in
2001? Is mark Hatfield one of the September 11, 2001 terrorist? As you can see, Mr. Hatfield
loves working for Airports and Transportation. Right before I transferred to work for
Department of Homeland Security/TSA, Mr. Hatfield took a position as Federal Security
Director of the area I AM to work in, and he prevented me from progressing and learning about
how my airports were being operated and destroyed. Mr. Hatfield and Ms. Griffin also helped
destroyed my body and my inner selves and killed me many times when I worked for Homeland
Security/TSA. The Department of Homeland Security began in November 25, 2002 and Mark
Hatfield began working for Homeland Security in 2002. Where was Mark Hatfield in 2001? At
many angles and every opportunity Mr. Hatfield can get, he is in my way preventing the growth
in my knowledge about my children and properties, and he is a Devel. His name is hot field
which means he burns up everything and Mayor DeBlazio means he is a blazing fire. Both
names mean the same.
Mayor Bill Deblazio of New York City

Is New York Mayor Bill DeBlazio one of the copies of Mark Hatfield, formerly of the Port
Authority of NY & NJ and of Dept. of Homeland Security? Is Mayor Deblasio wearing human
stilts that makes him look taller? Is Mr. Deblazio wearing many human, many Lives inside of
him to give him power?, and is he sometimes using small invisible flying saucers to give him
power to speak and walk and to do other things? Is Mayor Deblazio from the Interlope Cat
family or Centillian Tailian/mantilope? Is Mayor Deblasio wife a Man gender? Is mayor
Deblasio wife a lizard who has changed color to black instead of milky white and reduced herself
to look smaller? Is Mayor Deblazio wife, Chirlane McCray, the same as Ms. Griffin of TSA? Is
Chirlane McCray a fictitious name? Is Mayor Deblazio’s children wearing plastic masks? You
decide for yourself. The Centillian Tailians are also called the Empoee.
Catcher Man/Black Heart Man & Missing People
Many disappearances and abductions are done by the Catcher Man otherwise called the Black
Heart Man. Most Politicians are from the Devel Species and they are the ones who steal your
children and family members without anyone finding them. The Politicians use the incondesant
covering to capture anyone that fits an image or an age they are looking for. Many of the
politicians wants to appear family oriented so they will please the voters. They travel far and
wide to gather many lives in this Earth and then use them as stilts, and as accessories to aide
them in doing their jobs like to energize them and for them to have human strength and power.
If your loved ones are missing there is a good chance that politicians have them. The Police, the
Military, and the Secret Service also help the politicians in abducting your loved ones.
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Additionally, your loved ones can be abducted by these same terrorists and taken to other
elevations in this Earth.
Illegal Traffic Ticket by Police in Miami FL
In October 2014 while I was packing to move from my Miami home, I was being terrored by
many high powered Federal and heaven Devels. I had to go out in my community to get some
help. When I visited a store, and made some purchase to protect me against the devels, and I was
driving from the shopping mall to the main street, I saw a Police car came down from the air on
the wrong side of the street. The Police car came down on the up side of a ramp that only goes
in one direction; up, and it stopped and picked up speed in the traffic. In less than the blink of an
eye, someone went across the street and picked up a traffic light post and then put it on my side
of the street, turn around the streets and then put the light on red. Then as I proceed in traffic to
my home, I heard the police siren as they turned it on. While I was driving it came right behind
me and blinked its light. I pulled over and they told me that I drove through a red light and I said
I did not. They asked me to give them my driver license, registration, and ID. As I pulled out my
driver insurance and put on the seat and looking for my Identification, one of them pushed his
hand into my car and pulled the insurance card off the seat and it disappeared. I looked
everywhere and the insurance card was not on the seat or on the floor. By the time I got all the
documents they asked for, someone told the other to put the insurance card back and the
insurance surfaced on the seat. The devel police gave me a ticket for driving through a red light
that was not there and never happened.
I had to return from Tampa Bay to Miami in November to attend traffic court about November
19, 2014. I had to take an air fight, rented a car, and paid many expenses that the Federal
governments devels were responsible for. On the day of the court trial, I was told to speak in the
court. While I explained to the judge the strange entrance by the police car on the wrong side of
the street coming from the air and the judge seemed to be understanding what I was saying to
him, the devels stepped into the judge and took him over. The next thing I heard was a loud
order coming from the judge for me to stop talking about what happened or I will be held in
contempt of court. I was shocked at the outburst and that he was telling me that I would be held
in contempt of court when he was the one who told me to speak. As the devel took over from
the judge, I was charged for driving through a red light that never happened, and I had to pay a
fine. In all my life living on this Earth, I had never been charged or given a ticket for going
through a red light or any traffic infringement. This happened because I was under extreme
federal government terror by the second, minute, hour and daily. All devels involved in these
incidents are in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Is Barak Obama a Plastic Surgeon?
Barak Obama told me in 2013 that he is a Plastic Surgeon and that is his career. So, Obama has
many jobs that he is specialist in. Many of my children needs surgeries and while under
Anastasia they do not know who are working on them, so these devel enter the operation rooms
and do whatever they want with your physical body and you do not know. Many devel insects
create many catastrophes so there is a need for Plastic Surgery which is similar to their plastic
outer shell or outer self that you see the devels wearing as they are not visible with natural eyes.
They therefore plan many insurrections or events that will harm you and eventually you will
need to do skin surgery that they are specialist in. While under skin Surgery, they enter into your
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body and remove many things. They twist and mangle your skin surgery healing and disfigure
your body as they do not care. Is Plastic Surgery for our types of Lives in this Earth? No. It is
not. Plastic Surgery is for Plastic People and we are not Plastic.
LULAC JUDGES
The Speaker, Nancy Pelosi is sometimes a Lulac Judge. Most LULAC Judges are from the
Centillians Talians, Celestials, and species. They are from the Interlope Animal family of devels.
They look similar to gigantic crocodile with enormous and giganamous long tail. These species
do not generate from birth as they are made from plastik.
Those who are destroying the Earth Levels and Elevations
All forms of the Military, the home and commercial Builders, the federal and republic
governments in all States or Countries , and all others who have destroyed the Earths levels,
elevations, my lots, and plots so that those in the Federal Cut out, the Parletas and other places
cannot use them; all those who have put Pan into the ocean, seas, rivers, lakes, and under my
house; all the military and governments who have destroyed New Orleans lots and plots in this
level and elevation and in the other elevations and levels and caused the flooding, you are all
cursed and there is no good in you. You have no prosperity, and no happiness.
All Police, Military, Secret Service, Homeland Security and others who have put sorcery in my
bedrooms, my office, in my home, I curse you to the highest number that esist. There is no good
in you, and you are isolated and empty in all Esistences.
SPECTRUM TV Monopoly
During September 2017, I noticed that Fox News 13 TV station, WVTV in Tampa Bay Florida
had become Spectrum TV. Spectrum has already stolen Bright house TV, New York 1 TV etc.
Is Charter Communications/Spectrum now a TV monopoly in the USA? Will Charter
Communications Spectrum/Donald Trump be taking over ABC TV, NBC TV, CBS TV, CNN
TV and others?
WTVT, virtual channel 13, is a Fox operated television station in Tampa, Florida, United States
and also serving the nearby city of St. Petersburg. The illegal operator is the Fox Television
Stations, by the FOX Broadcasting company, a subsidiary of 21st Century Fox. WTVT maintains
studio facilities located on West Kennedy Boulevard in Tampa, and its transmitter is located in
Riverview, Florida.
Who gave Donald Trump mannequins/effigies the approval to take over my TV stations? When
since a President has the authority to take over the TV stations in America? Donald Trump
impersonators are sometimes many foreign officials living in the USA who play the parts as
required by different foreign governments. Since I published in my Article dated July 6, 2017,
that the thief, FOX of FOX TV and entertainment, who stole my networkings, is dead, did
Donald Trump and Spectrum taken over FOX Channel 13 since then? Donald Trump is also
dead during that time, so how is Charter Communications taking over the TV stations?
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2017 Hurricane Developments
On September 7, 2017, while I was at an appointment, I heard the television weather report of
Hurricane Irma. I asked the TV reporter who were the ones doing the hurricane. The reporter
told me it was ABC TV, CBS TV, NBC TV, Spectrum TVs. I asked where they were doing the
hurricane from and they said they were doing it from the Tampa TV studios. While I was
speaking to them, I saw the hurricane developers sitting on something that looked like a railing
in one of the TV stations, and they had the spiral rods in their hands. I couldn’t speak with them
anymore as I had to attend to the appointment. Further down in the week, while Irma raged in
Tampa Bay Florida, I asked who were the ones doing the hurricane. They told me that they got
the Senators, governors, Mayors, many banks such as Bank of America, Chase Bank, Citi Bank,
US Bank, Bank of NY, Bank of Chesapeake NY, Tampa Bank, World Bank, Mellon Bank,
Perspectile Banks, Newspapers, some business executives, and other TV like BBC TV and other
British Media. They also got some they forced to join them such as JBC TV, RJR TV, & Irie
FM helping them. Hurricane Irma devastated Florida and the Caribbean, and the hurricane was
developed right in the Tampa Bay TV studios. Other Hurricanes that developed before and after
Irma such as Harvey, Maria, and others were also done by the TVs and the other helpers. I later
found out from the devels that Tampa was designated to be the place where the hurricanes
develop for 2017.
Bright house Networks/Spectrum Bay News 9 - September 27, 2017 at 12:35 am

Is Veronica Cintron of Bright House Networks/Spectrum Bay News 9, Tampa Bay FL – as seen
on September 13 -14, 2017 balloon plastic? Is Veronica Cintron also Ivanka Trump? Was
Veronica also included in the Hurricane Irma in September 2017 terror of Tampa Bay, FL and
other States/Countries? As photographed above on September 27, 2017 at 12:35, is this an
upgraded plastic of Veronica Cintron? Was Ms. Cintron pregnant a number of months ago. Did
she have child/children? Is this plastic child/children?
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Fox 13/Spectrum News 13 - September 14, 2017 at 2:07 am

Is Tammie Fields of Fox 13/Spectrum News 13, Tampa Bay – As seen on September 13-14,
2017, a plastic anchor woman?
Are all the TV News Anchor, Reporters, and Journalists around the world made of plastics,
rubber, tremoline, and electromagnetics?

CNN Newsroom September 14, 2017 at 2:42 AM
What happened Why Hillary Clinton Loss

Is Hillary Clinton as seen on CNN News September 13 and late-night news on September 13 to
14, 2017 wearing my forehead? Is Hillary Clinton wearing a new plastic head, forehead, and
face? Is the reason the passport offices have new requirement where our forehead on the pictures
is exposed so they can be stolen by the politicians and used over time, and they take our name
and authority to use? All those responsible and disobeying my commands are in defoilement.
Pine Trees Chopped Down
Between last week of August to the first week of September 2017, I noticed some of the tall pine
trees were cut down and large openings on the left and the right of my home in my backyard.
The pine Trees are protection against fume, dust, noise, accidents, air pollution, unwanted
visitors, and other detriments coming from the highway behind my property and the community.
The Tall pine trees was a selling point for most of us who has property in this area of the
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community. I was told that the pine trees are safety for the environment before I purchased this
property. It took me almost one month, and repeated enquiry to the Home Owner Association to
get an answer from them that the pine tree are not part of the community where I live. Their
response does not make sense, as it is in the community and my backyard and other home
backyard where I live. About two weeks ago, I saw many devels coming from the roadside
through the openings from the chopping down of the pine trees as this is open road for them to
get into my community. The devels came right into my home and terrorized me. I asked the
HOA to let me know who is in charge of the pine tree area in my community and they have not
yet answered.

August to September 2017, tall pine trees were cut down and large openings to the road on the
right side of my home in my backyard.
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A number of tall Pine trees were cut down in August to September 2017 to the left of my
property and the main road is on the other side behind the trees.
Excelsior Community Management
The Home Owner Association where I live is Excelsior community management. Excelsior is a
devel name and this company is connected to the military in the illegal Federal cut out elevation
of this Earth. The Excelsior management has been running my community like we are all
military personnel living in military Barracks and they are very harsh, strict and say ridiculous
things. Excelsior Community management and HOA fees you have disobeyed my commands
and you are in defoilment. Get out of my community Excelsior Community Management!!!!
Florida Governors
Charlie Crist and Rick Scott governors of Florida are responsible for the terrors, death, and
disasters in my life since I came to Florida; they are in despicable menta menta etc. etc. etc. etc.
Actions of the Active
All those who have opened their minds and hearts to listen, read, and to take action against the
devel terrorists leeders and their administrations will not go into the Hell or the bad places.
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All the Wicked, Evil, Bad and other types have all come short of the gloryousness of ME, the
Highest of the Highest GOG, and the highest of the highest titles that can ever be chreated. All
who do not and have not obeyed me, all who have hardened their minds and thinking when they
have heard, all who have denied that I AM WHO I SAY I AM, all who oppose ME, all who
terror, torture, and kill me, they will never receive the goodness of me the GOG, never have any
good in their lives, they will always be in lack, always be in dismantle menta menta etc. etc. etc.
etc., they will never receive anything of value, they will always receive the nothing of the
nothing of the nothing of the nothing 41 times.
This Decrust menta menta document must be distributed to my children, to the various
states/counties/countries, businesses/commerce, schools, banks, Real Estate Developers, HOAs,
colleges, libraries, gazettes, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all
religion places, TVs, Radios, cable Newspapers, Internet sources, and others who must get it.

THIS IS THE END OF THIS DECRUST MENTA MENTA ECETERA ECETERA ECETERA
ECETERA
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE,
DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HOH GOG)
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST GOLDEN APPLE
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST CHREATOR OVER KUM KAN
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST OF THE HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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